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Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) was initiated 
in 2019 by Jurga Daubaraitė, Egija Inzule and 
Jonas Žukauskas 

NFA is a cultural platform and collective that 
works to interrelate extraction, biodiversity, and 
sustainability in the forest space by focusing 
on the agency of culture to enhance the 
ways society senses, reflects, and negotiates 
processes in the forest environment.

NERINGA 
forest 
ArChItEcTuRe
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Curonian Spit forests, Mountain pines planted to manage shifting sands in 18 - 19 th century

Curonian 
Spit 
forests

Reflecting on the agency of cultural 
practices and institutions in framing 
environmental relationships we 
initiated the project Neringa Forest 
Architecture (NFA) at Nida Art Colony 
(NAC) of Vilnius Academy of Arts 
(VAA), in Nida, which is located in 
the Lithuanian part of the Curonian 
Spit – a 98 km long, and 0.4–3.8km 
wide sand dune that separates the 
Curonian Lagoon from the Baltic 
Sea. Over the past 200 years, 
afforestation and sequential planning 
on the spit have terraformed the 
environment to manage natural 
geomorphological processes. The 
unique role and duty of care for 
this constructed cultural landscape 
poses complex challenges for 
the agencies and institutions that 
maintain it declared the Curonian 
Spit National Park in the 1990s 
and later, together with the part in 
Kaliningrad Oblast, Russia, included 
it on the UNESCO world heritage list.
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The Curonian Spit, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, is a unique 
cultural landscape – a 98km-
long sand dune spit shared by 
Lithuania and Russia, separating 
the Curonian Lagoon from 
the Baltic Sea. Here, forests 
planted with relentless human 
efforts over many years formed 
an environment dedicated to 
manage natural geomorphological 
processes. 

The Pine Sample gives an overview 
of the historical and current 
processes of the formation of this 
landscape.

the 
pine 
sample
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The Pine Sample, photo Jonas Žukauskas
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The Pine Sample, Categories of ongoing forest works, photo Jonas Žukauskas
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The Pine Sample, Categories of ongoing forest works, photo Jonas Žukauskas
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The Pine Sample, Categories of ongoing forest works, photo Jonas Žukauskas
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The Pine Sample, Categories of ongoing forest works, photo Jonas Žukauskas
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In Germany, Hans Carl 
von Carlowitz, Saxon 
mining administrator, 
formulates the idea of 
a sustainable forest. 
Having gathered 
and summarised the 
knowledge of forest 
management at that 
time, he publishes a 
guide to growing local 
species of trees, which 
outlines a sustainable 
long-term relationship 
between the planting, 
growing, and felling of a 
forest.

An official Prussian 
protocol mentions that 
people living in the 
villages of the Curonian 
Spit do not plant 
and maintain forests. 
As a result, large 
areas are covered by 
moving sand, therefore 
measures to stabilise 
the dunes with state 
funds are proposed.

A dune afforestation 
specialist from Denmark, 
Soren Bjorn, is tasked 
with protecting the 
postal route through 
the Curonian Spit. 
In order to create a 
barrier against the sea, 
Bjorn begins to form 
a coastal protective 
dune, laying fences 
and planting grass to 
accumulate sand. By 
the end of the 19th 
century, the formation of 
a continuous protective 
dune to prevent sea 
erosion along the coast 
is complete.

The cultivated forests on 
the Curonian Spit are 
grown by planting native 
and introduced tree 
species, which together 
with the old-growth 
forest make up 59 
percent of forest cover.

In the second half 
of the 19th century, 
Juodkrantė Forest Park 
is formed. Today, it is 
one of the oldest forests 
in Lithuania.

During the Soviet 
occupation, the nor-
matives for increasing 
the volume of the forest 
planted to cover the 
plains and open areas 
with monoculture forests 
of common pine are 
imposed, while the 
traditional forestry of 
strengthening sand and 
protective dunes, and 
the reconstruction of 
mountain pine forests 
remain in practice.

In 1986, the area of 
100-year-old stands 
increases tenfold and 
reaches 2.7 thousand 
hectares. Forest cover 
reaches 75 percent.

As Lithuania regains 
its independence, the 
Curonian Spit National 
Park is established in 
1991. 

A state forestry 
administration is 
established in Prussia. 
However, there is no 
data available on large-
scale deforestation in 
the Curonian Spit. 

Forests are unable to 
expand due to human 
activities and livestock 
grazing on poor land. As 
a result, open areas are 
enlarging and creating 
favourable conditions for 
sand moving in the wind.

State forests are being 
expanded by planting in 
empty fields, and forests 
are being purchased. 
Franz Epha, the forest 
protection inspector 
hired by the Klaipėda 
Merchants’ Union, leads 
the planting of pine 
forests – squares and 
zigzags are woven on 
the dunes and pines are 
then planted. 

On the west side facing 
the wind, shoots of 
mountain pines imported 
from Denmark and 
Belgium are planted, 
and on the more 
protected side, common 
pines. 

More than 3,000 
hectares of pine forests 
are planted.

Forest planting works 
are also supported 
with private funds. 
Under the order of 
the King’s Cabinet, 
part of the Curonian 
Spit is transferred 
to the merchants’ 
community in return for 
afforestation. 

Two generations of the 
Kuvertas family, who 
manage the Nida post 
office, plant a forest on 
the dunes near Nida at 
their own expense.

The planted sections 
remain stable, and the 
open areas of sand spill 
out to form bays and 
horns.

1928
A nature protection area 
is established in the 
section of moving dunes 
where its biodiversity 
habitats still remain.

1939–1945
During the Second 
World War, about 500 
hectares of forest stands 
are burned; the dune 
and forest maintenance 
personnel are gone.

In 2006 and 2014 
extensive fires in the 
mountain pine forest 
occur. As a result the 
Curonian Spit National 
Park forest management 
duties are transferred 
to the Kretinga forestry 
that is part of the State 
Enterprise Valstybinių 
miškų urėdija (VMU) .

2023
The forest management 
plans jointly developed 
by the Curonian Spit 
National Park and 
the Forest Enterprise 
aim for the long-term 
reduction of the forest 
area, the reconstruction 
of mountain pine 
forests, the restoration 
of grasslands, and the 
opening of spaces. 

NERINGA FOREST CHRONOLOGY 
Neringa Forest Architecture has 
its starting point in Nida, in the 
Lithuanian part of the Curonian 
Spit – a 98 km long, and 0.4–3.8 
km wide sand dune that separates 
the Curonian Lagoon from the 
Baltic Sea. Here, over the past 200 
years, afforestation and sequential 
planning on the spit have terraformed 
the environment to manage natural 
aeolian processes of wind-blown 
sands. In the 1990s, the Curonian 
Spit National Park declared that the 
unique role and duty of care for this 
constructed cultural landscape poses 
complex challenges for the agencies 
and institutions that maintain it. 
Since 2000,  the Curonian Spit 
National Park in Lithuania, together 
with the part in Kaliningrad Oblast, 
Russia, has been on the UNESCO 
World Heritage List. This chronology 
explores key moments in the process 
of forming and stabilising this dune 
landscape by planting forests and 
initiating practices for its long-term 
upkeep. 
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0 (or no trees present where land is classed as forest)

TREE AGE

1 - 50

51 - 100
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151 - 219

TREE AGE

151 - 219

TREE AGE WITHIN 
forest LAND 
in LITHUANIA

Maps by Gabrielė Grigorjevaitė
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Forest walk by forester Gediminas Virgilijus Dikšas, map of Nida forestry Gediminas was responsible for fifty years , 2022
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The main institutions 
responsible for forest 
management on the spit are 
the Curonian Spit National Park 
and Juodkrantė as well as the 
Nida forest districts belonging 
to the Kretinga Forestry. 
They plan and carry out fire 
prevention and landscaping 
fellings, design and implement 
open spaces for grasslands, 
and reconstruct mountain 
pine forests, vast landscape 
areas that have reached their 
biological age limit. Through 
this work, approximately three 
thousand cubic metres of wood 
is annually logged in Neringa. 

EU

The Ministry of Environment of the 
Republic of Lithuania

Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Ecology of Russian Federation

“Kurshskaya 
kosa”

National Park

State Service for Protected 
Areas under Ministry of 

Environment

Curonian Spit
National Park

Ministry of ecology and 
natural Resources of 

Kalingrad Oblast.

Hunting and forestry
agency

“Zelenogradskoie”
forestry

“Golden Dunes”
forestry

Kretinga District 
Forestry

State Forestry 
Company

FSC
timber 

certification

Key Woodland 
Habitat

protected areas

Nida
forestry

Juodkrantė
forestry

LITHUANIA

CURONIAN SPIT FORESTS

RUSSIA, Kaliningrad Oblast

EU network of protection 
areas „Natura 2000“

UNESCO

Agencies and Institutions responsible for management of Curonian Spit forests
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Mountain pine forest 150-200 years

Cutting

Replanting

Grinding into biofuel chips
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As this timber is often irregular due 
to coastal climatic conditions it 
is considered unsuitable for more 
complex industrial processes. 
Therefore most of the logged 
timber is currently shredded into 
chips that are used by biofuel or 
paper producing companies. In 
2015 the last sawmill operating 
on the spit in Juodkrantė, which 
was preparing lumber for local use, 
was closed down. The remaining 
work spaces and storage facilities 
have been or are in the process 
of being redeveloped to become 
holiday rental homes. The forestry 
regulations on the spit were gradually 
adapted to optimise, simplify and 
prioritise outsourcing timber from 
mainland industrial suppliers – 
extending its geography by hundreds 
of kilometres. 
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Acquiring timber designated for 
grinding into biofuel

Cutting variety of timber into boards
at Nida Art Colony courtyard
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Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Art Academy, talk by Neringa Forest Architecture 
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TIMBER 
SEASONING 
SHED

Galvanised tin roof

Wooden frame

Repurposed concrete blocks

The NFA started by diverting 
timber extracted by foresters in 
the Curonian Spit forest from 
becoming biofuel and built a 
Natural Timber Seasoning Shed at 
Nida Art Colony (NAC) of Vilnius 
Academy of Arts in Nida, it serves 
as an archive, documenting timber 
samples, a resource storage and 
public display of forest histories 
and planning.
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Building the Timber Seasoning Shed
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Building the Timber Seasoning Shed
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Timber Seasoning Shed by Neringa Forest Architecture at Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Art Academy, 2021
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Timber Seasoning Shed by Neringa Forest Architecture at Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Art Academy, 2021
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children’s 
forest
pavilion

Paljakanvaara old growth forest, Mustarinda, Finland
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Childrens forest Pavilion, Presentation for Curonian Spit forest communities and institutions, 2023, Neringa Forest Architecture. Photo: Visvaldas Morkevičius
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Childrens forest Pavilion, Presentation for Curonian Spit forest communities and institutions, 2023, Neringa Forest Architecture. Photo: Visvaldas Morkevičius
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Childrens forest Pavilion working model, Presentation for Curonian Spit forest communities and institutions, 2023, Neringa Forest Architecture. Photo: Visvaldas Morkevičius
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Childrens forest Pavilion, Presentation for Curonian Spit forest communities and institutions, 2023, Neringa Forest Architecture. Photo: Visvaldas Morkevičius
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Lithuania at the 18th International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia 2023, photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtė
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Lithuania at the 18th International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia 2023, photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtė
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The Children’s Forest Pavilion is 
composed as a playscape and 
conceived to acknowledge the 
unique approaches of children 
to observe, draw conclusions, 
explain the forest, and demand 
agency in forming it. This project 
brings together works and findings 
developed in parallel to outdoor 
activities held with children in 
woodlands in Lithuania and Finland. 
Guided by environmental educators, 
activists, artists, architects, and 
foresters, they were introduced 
to think of forests as negotiated 
spaces where no single actor has a 
central stake.

Photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion
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Photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion

Located directly opposite the 
entrance to the Arsenale, the 
pavilion’s installation is both 
an architectural object and a 
conceptual structure, meandering 
through a Venetian patio house, 
and allowing different formats of 
discussion, interaction and play. It 
is made out of timber from trees 
on the Curonian Spit that have, 
over several years, been collected 
in an archive at Nida Art Colony 
of Vilnius Academy of Arts as 
part of the project Neringa Forest 
Architecture. Combined with film 
installations, worktables and 
play structures, the architectural 
elements in the pavilion support 
the research and learning 
environment of the exhibition, 
which shows how the children 
that participated learned about 
ancient forests, primordial swamp 
landscapes and long processes of 
geological formations.
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Through the outdoor activities, 
the children explored the forest 
at various levels of scale and 
perception, looking at the 
growth patterns of lichens, 
investigating chemical pollution 
molecules through augmented 
reality, and discovering sounds 
from reverberations of ancient 
and living timber, among other 
things. The exhibition includes an 
alphabet made of the branches 
of hundred-year-old mountain 
pines, a space with supersized 
shadows, as well as computer-
generated spores and slime 
moulds in a myriad of shapes 
and forms, and invites visitors to 
play and learn about forests, as 
architectural and infrastructural 
spaces: environments of natural 
systems governed, exploited, and 
regulated by human interventions, 
technologies, industries, 
institutions and agencies, but also 
places of depleting biodiversity.

making educational film featuring riita Nykanen (Nyyska) at Neringa forests
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The Children’s Forest Pavilion is 
conceived as an educational tool 
with the potential to ‘branch off’ and 
connect to other spatial and thematic 
elements. At the end of the Biennale 
Architettura 2023, it will return to 
the woodlands of the Curonian Spit 
where it will function as a destination 
for forest walks and environmental 
education workshops. The pavilion 
is organised by the Neringa Forest 
Architecture project that was initiated 
in 2020 to reflect on the agency of 
cultural practices and institutions in 
framing environmental relationships. 
The project has its starting point 
in Nida Art Colony, a subdivision of 
Vilnius Academy of Arts, located in 
the Lithuanian part of the Curonian 
Spit. As a continuous programme, 
Neringa Forest Architecture involves 
a growing assembly of collaborations 
and participants to read the cultural 
landscape of the area from multiple 
perspectives and practices as a case 
study in the context of the forests of 
the region.

Photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion
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Photos: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion
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Photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion
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Photos: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion Photo: Gabija Naikauskaitė
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VARIO
RUDA

RAUSVAS
GLEIVŪNAS MIŠKO ŽALIAI

PILKA
NEON

GREEN-YELLOW JUODA

campo TANA

CANALlayers of the pavilion

slime mould spores

grown in digital environments, magnified 
slime mould spores by the artist 
and architect aistė ambrazevičiūtė 

spread throughout the installation in 
myriad shapes and colours, they mimic 
microscopic forms found in natural 

environments. as a form of training for 
the eye, these objects are an invitation 
to delve inside a magnified reality – a 
laboratory of tiny forms and textures, 
3d-printed in pla bio-based plastic and 

sla resin in kaunas by paulius čerkauskas 
in 2023.  

forest layers shadow play

here, in this dark space, a pocket, a 
niche of the children’s forest pavilion, 

one of the usual activities in the 
workshops conducted by the mustarinda 
association is installed. the overhead 
projectors magnify the silhouette 

drawings and tiny objects found in the 
forest during the outdoor activities: 
leaves, moss, branches, lichens, pine 

needles...

the room is clad with freshly cut 3mm 
birch timber sheets that serve as a 

screen in permanent movement: expanding 
and curling as they dry and responding 
to the seasons and weather conditions 

of venice.

the architecture of the children’s 
forest pavilion 

the materiality and design of the 
children’s forest pavilion responds to 
the geometries of timber shaped by 

wind and the particular soil conditions 
of the curonian spit. the timber has 
been sourced by reappropriating it 

from logging in the spit’s forests that 
was designated for timber chips to be 
sold as biofuel or pulp for the paper 
industry. it was designed and built by 

architect and curator jonas žukauskas 
in collaboration with architect anton 

shramkov, artists antanas gerlikas 
and jurgis paškevičius. the exhibition 

platforms and structure of this forest 
classroom are made from custom-
cut, paper-thin pieces to thick planks 
of black alder, mountain pines, black 
locust, birch, chestnut, maple, and pine 
that were formed, planed, drilled and 
packed in the workshop at nida art 
colony of vilnius academy of arts.   

the stories of forest planting inscribed 
in the timber of the curonian spit 

are further unfolded  in the poster 
'timber of neringa’ by neringa forest 

architecture.  

forest time

architectural researcher and artist 
gabrielė grigorjeva unfolds a 

rhizomatic constellation of illustrated 
texts and diagrams of forest definitions 
and timescales in the form of a large-
scale timeline, spanning every platform 
of the installation. they trace why and 

how it takes around 200 years for 
ecosystems to establish themselves in 
stark contrast to the much shorter 

spans of forestry operations of 
growing trees and logging, while 

narrating the story of a pine growing in 
these two different forest environments 

extending over 500 years. 

in poster-form, gabrielė grigorjevaitė 
presents a case study of the ancient 
woods foundation – an organisation 

campaigning for the preservation of the 
few remaining old-growth forests in 
lithuania. a consortium of biologists, 
botanists, environmental scientists, 
as well as artists and filmmakers, 
the ngo aims to preserve the most 
ecologically valuable old-growth 

forests and the life forms they contain, 
and to establish enduring public forests 
in lithuania as blueprints for thriving 

ecosystems.

Posters 

Four posters by architecture researcher 
and artist Gabrielė Grigorjevaitė 
in collaboration with the Ancient 

Woods Foundation, architect Mantas 
Peteraitis, Urbonas Studio (Nomeda & 

Gediminas Urbonas), and Neringa Forest 
Architecture accompany the exhibition’s 
installations, interactive components, 

and text elements.  

forest sheep 

the artist laura garbštienė wrote a 
book for children about agroforestry 
and grazing sheep in the woodlands. 
drawings by illustrator and educator 

kornelija žalpytė accompany the stories 
in this shepherd’s diary.  

in 2022 garbštienė made wool bundles 
titled 'fairies’, produced from the wool 
of a skudde sheep flock that graze in 
the forest of the southern lithuanian 
region of dzūkija. the wool is spun by 
garbštienė and dyed with forest plants 
from the same region, transferred and 
translated into colour and material.  

the swamp observatory – 
eco-monsters of the future swamp

the swamp observatory by urbonas 
studio (nomeda & gediminas urbonas) is 
a conceptual playground and a digital 

tool to augment reality with the 
imaginaries of future time, materials and 
species. suggested as an instrumentarium 

to restore the swamps on gotland 
island in the baltic sea, the ar app was 
developed in 2022 in collaboration 

with atheneskolan schoolchildren and 
teachers, who during their art and 

music classes created eco-monsters 
to cohabit the planned storm-water 
ponds in northern visborg. adapted 

for the children’s forest pavilion, the 
eco-monsters inhabit the installation 
and come together in a poster to be 

activated in other environments.

originally commissioned by public art 
agency sweden and baltic art center in 
visby, sweden, the swamp observatory 

was made in collaboration with 
indrė umbrasaitė (architecture), 

kristupas sabolius (script), mouse on mars 
(sound compositions), terry t kang and 

thomas harriett (programming). 
the eco-monsters are powered 

by hoverlay.

The Phenomenon of Forest

The publication by the School of 
Creativity and philosopher Kristupas 
Sabolius presents a project that 

introduces the Finnish Phenomenon-
Based Learning model, with adaptations 
to creative thinking, to the Lithuanian 

state school curriculum. It is a holistic 
approach that is based on collective 
work, horizontal relations between 

teachers and students, and empowerment. 
It aims to provide learning around 

solving real life issues, transforming 
knowledge to skills, placing focus 

on methods related to creative 
learning, and instilling the importance 
of transdisciplinary interactions. In its 
testing phase, the project worked with 
ten schools in and around Vilnius to 
explore the phenomena of 'forest’.  

the forest workshops

'the forest workshops’ is a film by 
neringa forest architecture together 

with mustarinda association that 
documents outdoor workshops 
held with schoolchildren in the 

paljakanvaara old-growth forest in 
finland and the cultural landscape of 
the curonian spit in lithuania. together 

with children, the environmental 
educator riita (nyyskä) nykänen 
looked at these two ecosystems, 

gaining literacy in reading the complex 
processes and interrelations between 

species.

the workshops were held in october 
and december 2022, filmed by elis 

hannikainen and eitvydas doškus, and 
edited by ignė narbutaitė in a 39:17 min 

two-screen video.

Timber Reverberations

The compositions of timber 
reverberations that align and resonate 
in a continuous soundscape throughout 
the Children’s Forest Pavilion are sounds 
captured from pieces of ancient wood 
and the living forest through custom-
made single-string musical instruments. 

The 12’’ vinyl record 'In the forest, I 
tell my child, we should stop and be 
still...’ is composed of field recordings 

made by Tuomas Toivonen in old-
growth forests. The sleeve features 
photography by Ikko Alaska, graphic 

design by Nene Tsuboi and a drawing by 
Aura Toivonen Tsuboi from New Academy, 

Helsinki.

a forest continuum workbook

the workbook by mustarinda association 
(tiina arjukka hirvonen, michaela 

casková, robin everett, riitta (nyyskä) 
nykänen) is composed of multilayered 

stories, workshops, and activities 
created in collaboration with local 
children in the kainuu area. it grew 
from a series of workshops held in 

the notably large but threatened areas 
of old-growth forest in the northern 
boreal zone. in this workbook, readers 
can discover the forest, its ecosystem 
and communities, and investigate their 
own environment through a series of 

multisensory activities.

 mountain pine alphabet

architect mantas peteraitis collected 
branches from mountain pines over 
100-years-old in forests that were 
planted over wind-blown sand dunes 
in the curonian spit. his objective was 
to study the natural joints of these 
fragments and their possible use in 
furniture making. the selection of 

branches resemble letters and can be 
continuously rearranged and placed 
in different spots throughout the 

installation to invent interconnectable 
structures. the complete alphabet is 
published in the form of a poster. 

Moss Hats and Shawls

The silk-screened hats and shawls 
depicting the colour palette of the 
Neringa forest with drawings by Jonė 
Daubaraitė Žukauskaitė and Izadora 
Daubaraitė Žukauskaitė were made 

by members of the displaced artists 
collective OSRZ-4: Banan Vedro, 

Circulation of Infernation, Doch, and 
Heorhii Hohatadze. Originally located 
in Odessa, currently in Lviv, they spent 
time in residence at Nida Art Colony of 
Vilnius Academy of Arts and the forest 
on the Curonian Spit in summer 2022.  
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NERINGA FOREST ARCHITECTURE
Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) reflects on the agency of cultural practices 
and institutions in framing environmental relationships. The project involves 
a growing assembly of collaborations and participants to read the cultural 
landscape of Curonian Spit from myriad perspectives and practices as a case 
study of an environment of natural systems governed, exploited, and regulated 
by human interventions, technologies, industries, institutions and agencies. 

MAP OF TREE SPECIES AND 
TOPOGRAPHY RELATIONSHIP – 
LITHUANIAN PART OF THE 
CURONIAN SPIT
The soil conditions, prevailing wind 
loads and coastal climatic conditions 
from the highest Vecekrugo dune 
of 67 m to wetlands at the water 
level shape the geometries of wood, 
making it often irregular and therefore 
considered unsuitable for industrial 
processes of processing lumber. Most 
of the logged trees cut in the forest 
management works are currently 
shredded into chips to be used as 
biofuel or in paper production.

Timber used to build 
CHILDREN'S FOREST PAVILION

While growing, a pine reacts to 
prevailing wind direction by forming 

an eccentric stem shape

Prevailing wind directionTangential cut

Radial cut

Pith
Growth rings

Cambium

Bark

Heartwood

Sapwood

Greater tangential 
shrinkage

 
Smaller radial

shrinkage
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axial 

shrinkage

Drying timber boards 
deformation following 

grain orientation

Solid timber sections 
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TIMBER ARCHIVE
NFA collects all types of timber that is annually logged on the Curonian Spit 
and usually used for biofuel. As part of the project, this timber is appropriated 
from its usual cycle and brought to Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts, 
where it is cut into planks and stored in a shed specially constructed for natural 
seasoning as a display of analogue data, an archive, a document, a material 
memory, an imprint of the landscape – a public display. This material is also a 
resource for project participants, artists-in-residence, and students working in 
the timber workshop of the Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts.  
The CHILDREN’S FOREST PAVILION is built from this particular timber, and was 
transported to Venice before its return to the Curonian Spit at the conclusion of 
the Architecture Biennale 2023.

SYCAMORE MAPLE
Acer pseudoplatanus

BLACK ALDER
Alnus glutinosa

BLACK LOCUST
Robinia pseudoacacia

BIRCH
Betula

SPRUCE
Picea

CONIFEROUS TREES

DECIDUOUS TREES

LINDEN
Tilia

BALTIC PINE
Pinus Sylvestris

HORSE CHESNUT
Aesculus hippocastanum

MOUNTAIN PINE
Pinus mugo

While seasoning, water slowly 
evaporates from its cells and the 
timber changes its dimensions. 
These diagrams detail the dynamics 
of transformation while drying, each 
tree has its own geometry that is 
shaped by the environment and the 
landscape within which it grew. Map based on tree species distribution data (2013) by The Lithuanian Forest Research Institute, 

Lithuanian State Forest Service, The State Service for Protected Areas (under the Ministry of Environment 
of the Republic of Lithuania).
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NERINGA FOREST ARCHITECTURE
Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) reflects on the agency of cultural practices 
and institutions in framing environmental relationships. The project involves 
a growing assembly of collaborations and participants to read the cultural 
landscape of Curonian Spit from myriad perspectives and practices as a case 
study of an environment of natural systems governed, exploited, and regulated 
by human interventions, technologies, industries, institutions and agencies. 

MAP OF TREE SPECIES AND 
TOPOGRAPHY RELATIONSHIP – 
LITHUANIAN PART OF THE 
CURONIAN SPIT
The soil conditions, prevailing wind 
loads and coastal climatic conditions 
from the highest Vecekrugo dune 
of 67 m to wetlands at the water 
level shape the geometries of wood, 
making it often irregular and therefore 
considered unsuitable for industrial 
processes of processing lumber. Most 
of the logged trees cut in the forest 
management works are currently 
shredded into chips to be used as 
biofuel or in paper production.

Timber used to build 
CHILDREN'S FOREST PAVILION

While growing, a pine reacts to 
prevailing wind direction by forming 

an eccentric stem shape

Prevailing wind directionTangential cut
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TIMBER ARCHIVE
NFA collects all types of timber that is annually logged on the Curonian Spit 
and usually used for biofuel. As part of the project, this timber is appropriated 
from its usual cycle and brought to Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts, 
where it is cut into planks and stored in a shed specially constructed for natural 
seasoning as a display of analogue data, an archive, a document, a material 
memory, an imprint of the landscape – a public display. This material is also a 
resource for project participants, artists-in-residence, and students working in 
the timber workshop of the Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts.  
The CHILDREN’S FOREST PAVILION is built from this particular timber, and was 
transported to Venice before its return to the Curonian Spit at the conclusion of 
the Architecture Biennale 2023.
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While seasoning, water slowly 
evaporates from its cells and the 
timber changes its dimensions. 
These diagrams detail the dynamics 
of transformation while drying, each 
tree has its own geometry that is 
shaped by the environment and the 
landscape within which it grew. Map based on tree species distribution data (2013) by The Lithuanian Forest Research Institute, 

Lithuanian State Forest Service, The State Service for Protected Areas (under the Ministry of Environment 
of the Republic of Lithuania).
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NERINGA FOREST ARCHITECTURE
Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) reflects on the agency of cultural practices 
and institutions in framing environmental relationships. The project involves 
a growing assembly of collaborations and participants to read the cultural 
landscape of Curonian Spit from myriad perspectives and practices as a case 
study of an environment of natural systems governed, exploited, and regulated 
by human interventions, technologies, industries, institutions and agencies. 

MAP OF TREE SPECIES AND 
TOPOGRAPHY RELATIONSHIP – 
LITHUANIAN PART OF THE 
CURONIAN SPIT
The soil conditions, prevailing wind 
loads and coastal climatic conditions 
from the highest Vecekrugo dune 
of 67 m to wetlands at the water 
level shape the geometries of wood, 
making it often irregular and therefore 
considered unsuitable for industrial 
processes of processing lumber. Most 
of the logged trees cut in the forest 
management works are currently 
shredded into chips to be used as 
biofuel or in paper production.

Timber used to build 
CHILDREN'S FOREST PAVILION

While growing, a pine reacts to 
prevailing wind direction by forming 

an eccentric stem shape
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TIMBER ARCHIVE
NFA collects all types of timber that is annually logged on the Curonian Spit 
and usually used for biofuel. As part of the project, this timber is appropriated 
from its usual cycle and brought to Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts, 
where it is cut into planks and stored in a shed specially constructed for natural 
seasoning as a display of analogue data, an archive, a document, a material 
memory, an imprint of the landscape – a public display. This material is also a 
resource for project participants, artists-in-residence, and students working in 
the timber workshop of the Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts.  
The CHILDREN’S FOREST PAVILION is built from this particular timber, and was 
transported to Venice before its return to the Curonian Spit at the conclusion of 
the Architecture Biennale 2023.
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While seasoning, water slowly 
evaporates from its cells and the 
timber changes its dimensions. 
These diagrams detail the dynamics 
of transformation while drying, each 
tree has its own geometry that is 
shaped by the environment and the 
landscape within which it grew. Map based on tree species distribution data (2013) by The Lithuanian Forest Research Institute, 

Lithuanian State Forest Service, The State Service for Protected Areas (under the Ministry of Environment 
of the Republic of Lithuania).
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NERINGA FOREST ARCHITECTURE
Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) reflects on the agency of cultural practices 
and institutions in framing environmental relationships. The project involves 
a growing assembly of collaborations and participants to read the cultural 
landscape of Curonian Spit from myriad perspectives and practices as a case 
study of an environment of natural systems governed, exploited, and regulated 
by human interventions, technologies, industries, institutions and agencies. 

MAP OF TREE SPECIES AND 
TOPOGRAPHY RELATIONSHIP – 
LITHUANIAN PART OF THE 
CURONIAN SPIT
The soil conditions, prevailing wind 
loads and coastal climatic conditions 
from the highest Vecekrugo dune 
of 67 m to wetlands at the water 
level shape the geometries of wood, 
making it often irregular and therefore 
considered unsuitable for industrial 
processes of processing lumber. Most 
of the logged trees cut in the forest 
management works are currently 
shredded into chips to be used as 
biofuel or in paper production.

Timber used to build 
CHILDREN'S FOREST PAVILION

While growing, a pine reacts to 
prevailing wind direction by forming 

an eccentric stem shape
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TIMBER ARCHIVE
NFA collects all types of timber that is annually logged on the Curonian Spit 
and usually used for biofuel. As part of the project, this timber is appropriated 
from its usual cycle and brought to Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts, 
where it is cut into planks and stored in a shed specially constructed for natural 
seasoning as a display of analogue data, an archive, a document, a material 
memory, an imprint of the landscape – a public display. This material is also a 
resource for project participants, artists-in-residence, and students working in 
the timber workshop of the Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts.  
The CHILDREN’S FOREST PAVILION is built from this particular timber, and was 
transported to Venice before its return to the Curonian Spit at the conclusion of 
the Architecture Biennale 2023.
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Alnus glutinosa

BLACK LOCUST
Robinia pseudoacacia

BIRCH
Betula

SPRUCE
Picea

CONIFEROUS TREES

DECIDUOUS TREES

LINDEN
Tilia

BALTIC PINE
Pinus Sylvestris

HORSE CHESNUT
Aesculus hippocastanum

MOUNTAIN PINE
Pinus mugo

While seasoning, water slowly 
evaporates from its cells and the 
timber changes its dimensions. 
These diagrams detail the dynamics 
of transformation while drying, each 
tree has its own geometry that is 
shaped by the environment and the 
landscape within which it grew. Map based on tree species distribution data (2013) by The Lithuanian Forest Research Institute, 

Lithuanian State Forest Service, The State Service for Protected Areas (under the Ministry of Environment 
of the Republic of Lithuania).

MAP OF TREE SPECIES 
AND TOPOGRAPHY 
RELATIONSHIP 
– LITHUANIAN PART 
OF THE CURONIAN SPIT

timber used to build 
the children’s forest pavilion
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Photo: Viktorija Narbutaitė 

Photo: Jurga Daubaraitė 
Animation: Urbonas Studio 

Photo: Unknown passer-by

Photo: Viktorija Narbutaitė

Photo: Aistė Gaidilionytė, Animation: Urbonas Studio 
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Filmstill: Vilius Vaitiekūnas 

Animation: Urbonas Studio 

Photo: Anna Luise Schubert 
Photo: Jonas Žukauskas 
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Lithuania at the 18th International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia 2023, photo: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtė
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foto: Rasa JuŠkevičiūtėchildren’s forest pavilion

Participants

Neringa Forest Architecture (NFA) 
was initiated in 2019 by Jurga 
Daubaraitė, Egija Inzule and Jonas 
Žukauskas 
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Participants and contributors is a growing 
group of architects, artists and designers, 
carpenters, researchers, film editors, journalists, 
curators, botanists, geologists, geographers, 
social and natural scientists, naturalists and 
other professionals from within the field of 
forest studies who have been participating 
to the Neringa Forest Architecture project 
throughout 2020–2023. Their stay in Nida 
was funded by Lithuanian Council for Culture, 
Neringa Capital of Culture 2021, and Nordic 
Culture Point.

Adomas Zubė, journalist
Agata Marzecova, researcher ecology, 
photography
Aistė Ambrazevičiūtė, architect and artist
Andrej Polukord, artist

Anita Zariņa, geographer
Anne Hovad Fischer, film editor
Antanas Gerlikas, artist
Anni Laakso, sculptor
Antti Auvinen, architect
colectivo amasijo, artists collective
Dovilė Lapinskaitė, artist 
Emma Holmberg, ecologist
Gabrielė Grigorjeva, spatial practitioner and 
researcher
Jan Lütjohann, artist
Jurgis Paškevičius, artist
Kathryn Wood, artist
Laura Grabštienė, artist
Mantas Petraitis, architect
Milda Laužikaitė, artist
Monika Janulevičiūtė, artist and designer
Nina Svensson, artist
Phillipp von Hase, artist and carpenter
Signe Pelne, spatial researcher
Riitta (Nyyskä) Nykänen, environmental 
educator, forest activist
Sallamari Rantala, artist and researcher
Toms Kokins, architect

Neringa Forest 
Architecture
research/residency 
programme
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Architecture: 
Jonas Žukauskas and Jurga Daubaraitė

Concept and coordination: Jurga Daubaraitė, 
Egija Inzule, Jonas Žukauskas

Construction works: 
Jonas Žukauskas and Jurgis Paškevičius
with kind hand by: 
by Nerijus Rimkus, Robertas Narkus, Rudolfas 
Levulis, Denisas Kolomyckis, NAC team, 
Aleksxandras Tereščenko, Eugenij Veres

Timber seasoning SHED
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Children’s Forest Pavilion
Lithuania at the 
18th International Architecture Exhibition – 
La Biennale di Venezia 2023

Contributors: 
Aistė Ambrazevičiūtė, Ancient Woods Foundation, Gabrielė Grigorjevaitė, Laura Garbštienė, 
Mustarinda Association (Tiina Arjukka Hirvonen, Michaela Casková, Robin Everett, 
Riitta (Nyyskä) Nykänen), Mantas Peteraitis, School of Creativity (Kristupas Sabolius), 
New Academy (Ikko Alaska, Nene Tsuboi, Tuomas Toivonen), 
Urbonas Studio (Nomeda & Gediminas Urbonas), Kornelija Žalpytė

Curators: 
Jurga Daubaraitė, Egija Inzule, Jonas Žukauskas

Commissioner: Ines Weizman

Architecture: Jonas Žukauskas in collaboration 
with Antanas Gerlikas, Jurgis Paškevičius, Anton Shramkov
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Children’s Forest Pavilion
Lithuania at the 
18th International Architecture Exhibition – 
La Biennale di Venezia 2023

Graphic design: Monika Janulevičiūtė
Poster illustration: Izadora Daubaraitė Žukauskaitė
Moss hats and shalws: Banan Vedro, Circulation of Infernation, Doch, Heorhii Hohatadze
Video production: Eitvydas Doškus, Elis Hannikainen
Video editing: Ignė Narbutaitė
Lighting: Martynas Kazimierėnas
Coordination: Dovilė Lapinskaitė
Coordination in Venice: Marco Scurati
Communication: Stefanija Jokštytė, Anna Luise Schubert, Alexandra Bondarev
Translation and proofreading: Alexandra Bondarev, Gemma Lloyd
Project assistant: Vilius Vaitiekūnas
Accounting: Rasa Bliakevič
Legal consulting: Neringa Savickė, Kotryna Volodkaitė

Organised by: Neringa Forest Architecture
Implemented by: Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts
Partner: Centre for Documentary Architecture
Supported by: Neringa Municipality, Nordic Culture Point, Lithuanian Council for Culture, Baltic Culture Fund
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Children’s Forest Pavilion
Lithuania at the 
18th International Architecture Exhibition – 
La Biennale di Venezia 2023

Thanks to: Artnews.lt, Gražina Banienė, Adriano Berengo, Yulia Derenko, Gaetano di Gregorio, 
Aurora Fonda, Laura Gabrielaitytė-Kazulėnienė, Pranas Gudaitis, Monika Kalinauskaitė, 
Dr. Mindaugas Lapelė, Laguna nel Bicchiere – Le Vigne Ritrovate, Marija Olšauskaitė, 
Rimantė Paulauskaitė-Digaitienė and Dr. Ainis Pivoras from the Ancient Woods Foundation, 
Viktorija Rybakova, Mindaugas Survila, Nida Forestry, Kretinga Forestry, the Curonian Spit National Park

Nida Art Colony of Vilnius Academy of Arts: Milena Černiakaitė, Vasilisa Filatova, Alberta Globienė, 
Giedrius Globys, Asta Jackutė, Dalia Jokūbauskaitė, Lina Košeleva, Aldona Lankauskienė, Elena Orlovienė, 
Daura Polonskytė, Ieva Skauronė, Yana Ustymenko, Katerina Vaseko, Tetjana Volosiuk

All the children, educators, and schools who participated in workshops in Lithuania and Finland
Puolankajärvi Comprehensive School (Puolanka, FI), Hyrynsalmi Comprehensive School (Hyrynsalmi, FI), 
Neringa Gymnasium (Nida, LT), Young Forest Friends (Kretinga, LT), Baltupiai Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), 
Gerosios Vilties Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Emilijos Pliaterytės Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Pavilnys 
Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Sietuva Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Simonas Konarskis Gymnasium (Vilnius, 
LT), Simonas Stanevičius Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Vasily Kachalov Gymnasium (Vilnius, LT), Vilnius 
Sofya Kovalevskaya Progymnasium (Vilnius, LT)
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neringaforestarchitecture.lt

https://nidacolony.lt/en/projects/neringa-forest-architecture

@forestparts

NERINga 
forest 
Architecture
2023

https://neringaforestarchitecture.lt
https://nidacolony.lt/en/projects/neringa-forest-architecture
https://www.instagram.com/forestparts/

